Appendix XI: BU Radioisotope Posting

OFF HOURS CONTROL CENTER: BE MEDICAL CARES AND BAC 617-698-6666 / CWC 617-338-2105

Radiation Material Exposure Extensions During the Day – 617-338-7032

Call the above whenever questions arise concerning radiation hazards or proper practices in working with

Radioisotopes

with the X-ray Service.

The Radiation Safety Office shall be promptly notified of any misuse of

radioisotope use and violation of this policy.

The DPSS (617-698-7032) must be promptly notified of all accidents. The

BOSTON UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

NOTIFICATION

of a work

or work with exposure must be given in accordance with the BU PAC.

RESPONSIBILITIES

Work with exposure.

Help prevent and ensure that those involved in the transportation of the

Every person employed who have appropriately trained to handle radioactive

TRAINING

All BU employees who have received appropriate training to handle radioactive

AUTHORIZED

The use of radioisotopes

REGULATIONS GOVERNING

RADIATION SAFETY

RULES FOR EFFECTIVE

Boston University and Boston Medical Center